
 Integrate Business Systems with Atadataco 
 Unified Data Integration for a Medical Ad Company. 

 Situation. ⏳ 
 Adfirehealth.com managed programmatic ad campaigns for medical companies. Legacy data was stored in multiple, 
 underperforming MSSQL databases and offline excel files. They wanted to digitally modernize their company. It was 
 important to integrate all of their data sources into one single view of the healthcare professionals their campaigns were 
 targeting. Adfire’s clients required one-to-one targeting on enriched profiles, making it paramount that all databases be 
 integrated and kept up-to-date. 

 Insight. 💡 
 We saw the opportunity to migrate their legacy data, giving Adfire a clean, unified 
 data layer to view their user profiles. This would allow all enrichments from offline 
 files to be centralized and made in near real-time enrichments vs daily batch 
 cleanup. With a centralized customer data platform as a single source of truth, 
 non-technical and business stakeholders could collaborate on ad analytics and 
 reporting insights without knowing SQL and without requesting time from 
 Engineering or Data teams. 

 Approach. 🛬 

 We delivered a custom data integration layer. Our platform allowed for the 
 sharing and reporting of actionable insights ready for Adfire stakeholders and 
 clients. 
 Stage 1:  integrating ad and person datasets into a single data warehouse. 
 Stage 2:  building a data warehouse and unified profiles for better ad 
 performance reporting. 
 Step 3:  validating all datasets and training the team to build their own data 
 models on their new clean, unified data layer. 

 Outcome. 🚀 
 Adfire reported they were now able to fulfill ad performance reporting tasks in a 
 third of the time previously required. And their profiles were more complete and 
 better trusted by stakeholders than ever before. Adfire’s COO reported that 
 sales were able to open up several new sales offerings as a result of the new 
 datasets that customers trusted. They had cross-company, integrated ad 
 analytics/enrichment that worked. 

 Track your core 
 business metrics. 

 Schedule consultation today. 

https://calendly.com/atadataco/30mins

